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Napoleon's Piano Bar 

"A Musical Duel"

Napoleon's Piano Bar, located within Paris Las Vegas, promises a fun-

filled night. This dueling piano bar is elegantly decorated. You can't help

but admire the beautiful mosaic floor and bold wood furniture. Sing along

to your favorite hits performed by competing pianists. It's a great

destination for an evening out in Las Vegas. Enjoy a cocktail and join in

the fun!

 +1 702 632 7777  www.caesars.com/paris-las-vegas/s

hows/napoleans-dueling-pianos-

lounge#.W3-P0s4zb3g

 3655 Las Vegas Boulevard South, Paris

Las Vegas, Las Vegas NV

 by y entonces   

The Chandelier 

"Opulent Vegas Bars"

The Chandelier is an elegant bar located in the Cosmopolitan of Las

Vegas. The centerpiece here is an enormous chandelier structure made

from two-million crystal beads, which redefines opulence and

magnificence. Boasting three bars, no efforts are spared in serving the

best cocktails to patrons. The Bottom of the Chandelier features a classic

casino ambiance with lively vibes. The bar at the Chandelier level offers

hand-crafted cocktails, while the Top of the Chandelier is home to a

relaxing lounge replete with indulgent luxuries.

 +1 877 893 2003  www.cosmopolitanlasvegas.com/lo

unges-bars/the-chandelier

 3708 Las Vegas Boulevard South, The

Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas, Las Vegas

NV

 by mrak75   

Double Down Saloon 

"Punk Rock Bingo"

Just wait until you walk into the Double Down Saloon. The walls are

covered in weird drawings and vulgar murals. It is located close to the

University of Nevada Las Vegas, and has a loyal following. It is a very

interesting place if you want to meet a lot of different kinds of people. The

drinks here comically named and include a bacon martini. Live bands play

here and there are plenty of fun events going on, such as punk rock bingo.

It's open 24-hours, so you can come escape from the giltz and glamour of

The Strip any time.

 +1 702 791 5775  doubledownsaloon.com/  doubledownsaloon@gmail.

com

 4640 Paradise Road, Las

Vegas NV
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Champagne's Cafe 

"Friendly Dive Bar"

If you're looking to get away from the exclusive clubs, long lines, and

dress codes Las Vegas is known for, head to Champagne's Cafe, the

friendly local dive bar. Cheap drinks abound, which help fuel the weekly

karaoke nights. It's open 24 hours a day, seven days a week for the after-

hours crowds. The comfortable, laid-back, retro Vegas atmosphere at

Champagne's has made it a favorite among locals.

 +1 702 737 1699  3557 South Maryland Parkway, Las Vegas NV

 by star5112   

Velveteen Rabbit 

"Arts District Bar"

The Velveteen Rabbit is a quirky craft cocktail bar in Las Vegas. The

interiors are stylishly decorated with funky wallpapers, antique-looking

chairs, and exposed light bulbs hanging from the ceiling, providing dim

lighting. It's located in the Arts District of Las Vegas, so you're likely to

find a more local crowd. Along with refreshing cocktails, The Velveteen

Rabbit serves a range of draft beers and bottled beers. It also brings in

local artists and performers to liven up the space.

 +1 702 685 9645  velveteenrabbitlv.com/  info@velveteenrabbitlv.co

m

 1218 South Main Street, Las

Vegas NV

 by Ty Nigh   

Frankie's Tiki Room 

"Tiki Bar"

An island escape exists just a few blocks west of the Las Vegas strip.

Frankie's Tiki Room offers a menu of original rum drinks and is decked out

in beautiful tiki carvings. Moreover, the island beach decor makes

Frankie's more than just a place to order up a drink - it is an experience.

Open 24 hours a day, Frankie's offers unique drinks that, for an additional

price, can be ordered in souvenir mugs. Check out the store for mugs, t-

shirts, and more.

 +1 702 385 3110  www.frankiestikiroom.co

m/

 ddtiki@gmail.com  1712 West Charleston

Boulevard, Las Vegas NV

 by  Lottie Tagupa 

The Griffin 

"Downtown Returns to Cool"

Dark, moody and full of conversation-ready corners, the Griffin is easily

one of the best bars in Vegas and definitely the epitome of the Downtown

area's revival. Full of leather-clad lounging spots, candle-lit nooks, and

fireplaces, and equipped with friendly and easygoing bartenders, this

watering hole is the perfect little joint for a smart cocktail, a provocative

date and more. Its relaxing atmosphere is a welcome escape from the

nearby tourist dwelling known as the Fremont Street Experience.

 +1 702 382 0577  511 Fremont Street, Las Vegas NV
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Downtown Cocktail Room 

"Secret Swank"

Featuring a dark, rustic-chic ambiance, this bar boasts a sleek and

comfortable design. Set in reds and blacks and augmented by dense

house music, it offers a fantastic selection of classic and experimental

concoctions. The Downtown Cocktail Room wouldn't be out of place in

one of the Strip's upscale hotels. It features a European-style ultra-lounge

vibe. However, its position on the corner of Las Vegas Boulevard and

Fremont Street brings a new sense of hip to the area, attracting locals
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rather than budget tourists.

 +1 702 880 3696  www.downtownlv.net/  111 Las Vegas Boulevard South, Las

Vegas NV

 by Joshua Rappeneker   

Commonwealth 

"Dazzling Downtown Speakeasy"

Commonwealth is an enigma of modern luxury and classic Prohibition-era

speakeasy elegance. The walls boast black-and-white photographs and

works of art to enhance the antique atmosphere. Plush lounge seating

lines the walls inside, while ornate chandeliers hanging from the ceiling

complete the graceful ambiance. An ever-changing cocktail menu features

creative concoctions such as Willy Wonka's Hangover, Cutie Collins, and

Opium Den. The rooftop patio also regularly hosts live music shows along

with a dance floor that offers amazing Vegas views.

 +1 702 445 6400  commonwealthlv.com/  info@commonwealthlv.co

m

 525 East Fremont Street, Las

Vegas NV

 by Tom Hilton   

Atomic Liquors 

"Iconic Freestanding Bar"

Atomic Liquors is open till the wee hours of the morning, so head here for

a drink anytime. It's one of the most popular late-night watering holes for

locals and tourists alike. The atmosphere is casual, attracting a diverse

crowd. It is named after the blasts at the atomic test site nearby which

were visible from the roof of the bar. Famous for being one of the oldest

freestanding bars in Las Vegas, Atomic Liquors has had the honor of

serving some notable figures, including Frank Sinatra and Barbara

Streisand.

 +1 702 982 3000  atomic.vegas/  info@atomic.vegas  917 Fremont Street, Las

Vegas NV
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